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Seprli!>t«d tm the Anthon fram the BRinsn Mbdioai. Journal,
February 5tb, 1898.

A QUAinilTATiyE METHOD OF SERUM DIA-
GNOSIS BT ME4NS OF DRIED BLOOD.

BT
WYATT JOHNSTON, M.D., and HAROLD WOLFERSTAN

THOMAS, M.D.,
Montreal.

[From the Laboratory of the Montreal General Hospital.]

WiDAL snggested^ the plan of simply dissolving the dried
blood drop in a fixed nnmber of drops of water. Dacosta ad-
vocates the same plan. The objection to this is that the
previous volume of the blood drop cannot be determined
after it has been dried, and they have not attempted to esti-

mate the limit of possible dilation.
The plan adopted by ns is that of taking the sample by

means of a loop of standard size, made of No. 20 gauge copper
wire, 2 mm. inside diameter. This gives a considerable
quantity of blood which, when dried and spread on a elass
slide, can afterwards be dissolved by means of a definite
number of loopfuls of water. The solution thus obtained is

abundant enough to yield much more blood solution th&a is

necessary for quantitative measurement of the reaction. To
ensure greater accuracy a small outfit was used in which the
original loop used in taking the blood is returned, and em-
ployed in nuking the dilutions.
The dried blood drop is dissolved in five loopfuls of water

used seriatim, the solution from eadi drop being sucked up
by a capillary tube, and the whole mixed. From this stock
solution standard sub-solutions are made in a stiaight capil-
lary tube bound by a rubber band to a thermometer scale.
The advantage of this plan is that the exact quantity of
blood taken is immaterial. The tube is easily washed. The
method of placing the loopfuls separately on the glass, as
recommended by Deltoine, was found very reliable.

In testing, a small platinum loop of the blood solutions is

mixed with as many loops of water and bouillon culture as
may be needed to give the required dilution, and make the
volume of the diluted blood as nearly as possible equal to
that of the culture. For convenience a table of the formulas
for dilutions was made, and is useful when one is ascertain-
ing the extreme limit of dilution possible, as this often
reaches into the hundreds.
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For an ordinary teat—to learn, for instance, if the blood
reaotc at i to lo—all that is necessaiy is to mix a loop of

the atook i to 5 solution with one of the cnltnre. By minng
it with foor loops of water and five of oaltnre. a dilution of i

to 50 is readily obtained. The time requiredwhen this simple
test only is needed does not exceed five minutes.
We have made duplicate observations to ascertain the aver*

age limit of error, and find this to be about 10 per cent, aftei^

some familiarity has been obtained with the method. It is

mu^ more accurate than a plan previously suggested by one
of us of taking the standard of colour as a guide.
Oomi>arative tests, when the duplicate samples consisted

eittier of serum or ot watery solutions of fresh blood taken

a J a Zeiss-Thoma barometer pipette, gave us results prac-
cally identical with those by the dqr blood method, the

latter being slightly lower, however, as a rule. So that if the
dry blood showed a given intensity, the serum would show at
least that, and perhaps 10 per cent. more.
Drying for a few days did not make any great difference in

Uie intensity, though it slightly lessened the reaction. We
defer the publication in detail of our results until our ob-
servations are more numerous.
Hie result of the quantitative dry method so far has con-

vinced us that it is delicate and accurate enough to give re-

sults sufficiently close for practical purposes or for com-
parison with otner methods of testing. It has not yet been
foimd necessary to use the quantitative test for the ordinary
routine diagnostic work ; but where the results are to be used
lor recording doubtful or exceptional cases for scientific pub-
lication, welhink quantitative data preferable.

It does not appear necessary, however, to use quantitative
teats in ordinary routine diagnostic work. Our experience has
been that in no case hitherto examined by us have we been
able to obtain a decisive reaction by the use of quantitative
methods of fluid blood or serum, when it could not also be
oblAined by the dried blood test wiUiout quantitative com-
plioations.
At the same time, we fully agree with the views expressed

bsr Professor Welch on a recent occasion, that for scientific

observations it was very desirable tliat the dried blood method
should be also made a quantitative one, and our work in that
direotion was prompted by a friendly suggestion coming from
him, for which we wish here to express our thanks.

bbfbbbncb.
^ Soo. 4e Biol., Januuy, i897«
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